SPECIAL EVENT
Wideband Optical Networks
(WON)
Wideband Optical Networking has emerged as a topic of great global
interest in recent years addressing near to mid-term requirements.
Systems based on Wideband Technology are attractive to end-users
because they leverage the massive investment in the single mode
optical fibre plant already deployed in millions of km worldwide, by
potentially making use of the whole low-loss transmission window,
from ~1250nm to ~1650nm. This approach provides a cost-effective
and green solution to increasing capacity, when compared to solutions
requiring the deployment of new fibre cables. Many research
challenges remain, however, such as the availability of highly
integrated wideband optical components and sub-systems, bandwidth
allocation, spectral power management, and the impact of the Raman
effect in such high bandwidth systems.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement 814276.

PROGRAMME
The Special Event will begin with an introduction to the ETN WON project, its context and highlights from its
work packages, followed by a series of short “lightning presentations” from the ESRs focussing on their
specific subjects of interest, and conclude with an extended external presentation on the current state-of-theart in Wideband Optical Networks research from Dr Ben Puttnam of NICT, Japan
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Introduction to ETN WON "Wideband Optical Networks"
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Overview of WP1 - Network management: planning and control, and
WP2 - Digital signal processing and system modelling
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Johannes Fischer
Fraunhofer HHI
Germany

kitchen, bathrooms and
living room - drastically
Overview of WP3 - In-line components design, and
lower the cost of living here.
WP4 - Transceiver components design

Elliot London
Politecnico di Torino
Italy

Nonlinear Interference Generation in Wideband and Disaggregated
Optical Networks

Abstract:
To meet rising capacity and flexibility needs, optical networks are fast
moving towards wideband and disaggregated architectures, where
wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) grids extending beyond the Cband may feature lightpaths (LP)s that are independently routed
through open and disaggregated reconfigurable optical add-drop
multiplexers (ROADM)s.
In these frameworks, nonlinear interference (NLI) noiseShared
generation
is
amenities
- like a
complicated by the coherency of the self-phase modulation (SPM) and
kitchen, bathrooms and
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) effects, with both requiring
living room - drastically
consideration to accurately quantify LP quality of transmission (QoT).
lower the cost of living here.
Within this talk I outline some key considerations for the
implementation of a wideband and disaggregated NLI model, including
spatial and spectral separability of the NLI.

Bruno Correia
Politecnico di Torino
Italy

Impact on Quality of Transmission of Launch Power Choice for
Wide-band Scenarios

Abstract:
Wideband transmission emerged as a viable solution to expand the
traffic capacity of C-band wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)
optical systems.
In a scenario of wider bandwidth, in which the stimulated Raman
scattering (SRS) effect and changes in fiber parameters such
attenuation, dispersion, and nonlinear coefficients need to be
Shared
amenities
- like a
considered, a careful input power choice plays an important
role
to
kitchen, bathrooms and
maximize the quality of transmission (QoT).
The work presented is focused on this problem, showing
the QoT
living
room - drastically
degradation when more bands are progressively added lower
to those
the cost of living here.
systems, as well as the results of a multiband input power control and
its impact on data traffic capacity on optical line systems (OLS).

Rasoul Sadeghi
Politecnico di Torino
Italy

Comparison of Transparent C+L Band Network versus C-band
Translucent Upgrade

Abstract:
We investigated the multiband transparent network and compared it
with the translucent network with the single band in order to show the
capacity, energy, and cost advantages of the multiband transparent
network. We will show that the utilization of regenerators to enable
higher-order modulation formats has a limited impact in increasing
capacity while augmenting cost and power consumption. Exploiting the
amenities - like a
C+L-band and flexible transceivers is shown to be moreShared
effective.
kitchen, bathrooms
Alternatively, using state-of-the-art transceivers (i.e., performing
closer and
to the Shannon limit) could also allow to significantly increase
capacity
living room
- drastically
using only the C-band.
lower the cost of living here.

Aleksandr Donodin
Aston University
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Bismuth-doped Fibre Amplifier as a Promising Solution for Multiband Transmission Networks

Abstract:
The bismuth-doped fiber amplifier has proved to be a successful
candidate for expanding the existing infrastructure through multi band
transmission. However, the numerical modeling of bismuth-doped fiber
amplifiers is challenging due to a large number of unknown parameters
in the conventional rate equations models. On the other hand, the
performance of an amplifier can be predicted using machine-learning
Shared amenities
- like a
frameworks. Thus, we propose a bismuth-doped fiber amplifier
model
kitchen,
bathrooms
based on a neural network purely trained with experimental
data
sets in and
E- and S-bands. Using the proposed approach the spectral
dependencies
living
room - drastically
of gain and noise figure for given bi-directional pump currents
and
input
lower the
cost
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signal powers can be obtained.

Pratim Hazarika
Aston University
United Kingdom

Multistage Raman Amplifier for Ultra-wideband Signal
Amplification

Abstract:
We propose a novel multistage discrete Raman amplifier with ~200 nm
signal amplification enabling E, S, C and L band WDM transmission. The
indigenous amplifier architecture is based on split-combine approach of
segregated spectral bands to minimize pump-pump and pump-signal
overlapping with optimimal gain and noise figure (NF). Our
experimental results show an average net gain of 15 dB and a maximum
Shared amenities - like a
NF of 8 dB over the targeted spectral bands. WDM transmission
bathrooms
and
experiment conducted over a 70 km fibre span with 10 kitchen,
Gb/s NRZ
on-off
keying shows a maximum power penalty of 1.6 dB within
an assumed
living
room - drastically
BER limit of10-4.
lower the cost of living here.

Rafael Kraemer
Technology University of Eindhoven
The Netherlands

Multi-band Wavelength Selective Switching in Metro Network

Abstract:
As fiber-optic systems turn toward multi-band transmission, novel
architectures and devices for wavelength management become of
interest. In this context, we report several approaches toward multiband WSS, first on a photonic integrated WSSs based on AWGs and
thermo-optic switch gates and then another approach based on bandspecific filters and SOAs. Operation across the O, S, C and L-bands is
Shared
amenities - like a
reported with limited power and OSNR penalty in all tested
cases.
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lower the cost of living here.

Yu Wang
Technology University of Eindhoven
The Netherlands

Ultra-wide band (O to L) integrated polymer TIR thermo-optic
switch matrix

Abstract:
We present an ultra-wide band photonic integrated 4×4 polymer crossbar switch matrix based on total internal reflection (TIR) effect. The
photonic integrated polymer TIR switch matrix owns low insertion loss,
low power consumption, wavelength and polarization independent
operation for all switching paths. Experimental results show ultra-wide
band (O- to L- band) operation with fiber to fiber insertion losses
ranging from -3.7 dB to -6.5 dB, polarization dependentShared
losses amenities
less than - like a
kitchen,
0.6 dB, switching on-off ratio above 36 dB in average, and
powerbathrooms and
consumption of 25 mW per path. Error free operation with
power
living
room - drastically
penalty less than 0.2 dB at 1E-9 BER was measured for lower
ultra-wideband
the cost of living here.
NRZ OOK WDM switched signals at 10, 25, 40 and 50 Gbit/s, and 510
Gbps dual polarization (DP)-64-QAM switched data with negligible
penalty.

Emadreza Soltanian
Ghent University, IMEC
Belgium

Micro-transfer-printing Integration of III-V-on-Si to Realize SOAs
and Tuneable Lasers

Abstract:
The wideband transceiver requires a wideband tuneable laser source. The
wavelength coverage of a semiconductor laser is determined by the bandwidth
of the gain medium and the losses in the laser cavity. In order to cover a
broader wavelength range, multiple III-V gain elements need to be cointegrated to form wide and ultra-widely tuneable laser sources, especially for
coherent communication.
Shared
amenities - like a
As these types of lasers will be used to transmit and receive
advanced
bathrooms
and
modulation formats, the instantaneous linewidth of thekitchen,
laser needs
to be small.
One of the main obstacles to achieving the ultra-wide bandwidth
is the
living roomlasers
- drastically
difficulty of scaling the integration of different III-V dies
on a the
single
lower
costwaveguide
of living here.
circuit based on conventional integration technologies like die-to-wafer
bonding.
The progress towards achieving mentioned targets based on the uTP
technology will be presented at the WON-special event on ECOC21.

Thyago Monteiro
Technical University of Denmark
Denmark

Optical Frequency Combs Optimization using Evolutionary
Algorithms

Abstract:
We propose and validate, numerically and experimentally, an online
metaheuristic framework for flatness optimization of optical frequency
combs (OFCs) based on gain-switching (GS) lasers. OFCs are an
alternative to multichannel optical communications and the OFC
flatness is a main element in the OFC performance. We demonstrate the
harmonic composition in the laser driving signal combined with particle
swarm optimization (PSO) and differential evolution (DE)
algorithms
to - like a
Shared
amenities
improve the OFC flatness. The stand-alone laser diode is utilized for
kitchen, bathrooms and
generating the comb, without additional components for flatness
living room - drastically
compensation. Numerical results provide a 9-lines OFC spectrum with
lower the cost of living here.
2.9-dB flatness. The online experimental DE-based optimization
provides a 2-dB flatness 7-lines OFC.

Yaonian Cui
Fraunhofer HHI
Germany

Broadband InP based Mach-Zehnder Modulator

Abstract:
Indium Phosphide (InP) is a competitive candidate for modulators owing
to its high integration with lasers, compact footprint, low loss, etc. In
this talk, we simulate three different InP based broadband (O to L band)
2x2 Multimode Interference (MMI) couplers used in Mach-Zehnder
Modulator (MZM). They include geometry reconfigured MMI, tunable
MMI and Sub-Wavelength Grating (SWG) structure based MMI. The
Shared
amenities
- like a
results show that the insertion loss can be < 0.8 dB in SWG
MMI
over
kitchen,
and
entire wavelength range while it does not help to splitting
ratio.bathrooms
On the
other hand, the splitting ratio can be < 0.2 dB in tunableliving
MMIroom
from -Odrastically
to
L band, which has no improvement on insertion loss. lower the cost of living here.

Matheus Sena
Fraunhofer HHI
Germany

Enabling Cognitive Transceivers for Multiband Operation

Abstract:
Wideband (WB) optical systems have shown to be a promising solution
to cope with the ever-growing increase in network traffic by efficiently
utilizing the spectral resources of deployed optical fiber infrastructure.
One alternative to enable the short-term operation of WB systems is to
optimize standard C-band technologies for out-of-band use via the
utilization of sophisticated digital signal processing (DSP) tools. These
tools can learn the current conditions, and then plan, decide,
act to - like a
Sharedand
amenities
correct distortions that arise from components (e.g., transceivers) in
kitchen, bathrooms and
WB operation. In this regard, this work shows a DSP scheme based on
living room - drastically
Bayesian optimization that autonomously adapts the design of Volterra
the cost of living here.
and memory polynomial digital pre-distortion filters in lower
S+C+L-band
transmission.

Gabriele Di Rosa
VPIphotonics, Germany

Wavelength-Dependency of Standard C-Band Transceivers
Performance in Multiband Systems

Abstract:
Next-generation optical communication systems aim to vastly increase
capacity by exploiting a larger optical transmission window extending
beyond the conventional C-band. At the same time, the market trend is
to maximize capacity per wavelength to reduce operational costs. This
approach poses severe requirements on the transceivers, which may not
be satisfied in a wideband scenario by current commercial components
designed for operation in C-band. To investigate this aspect,
Sharedweamenities - like a
characterize wavelength-dependent I/Q imbalance of standard C-band
kitchen, bathrooms and
IQ-modulator and coherent receiver operating in an S-C-L-band system.
living room - drastically
We find a negligible impact of the characterized transceiver
lower the cost of living here.
imperfections on the achievable entropy rate for probabilistically
shaped PDM-256/64-QAM for up to 150 nm transmission bandwidth.

André Souza
Infinera
Portugal

Going beyond C+L-band Transmission: Accurate and Scalable
Quality of Transmission Estimation and its applications

Abstract:
Fast and accurate quality of transmission (QoT) estimation algorithms
are fundamental for the efficient and cost-effective network planning
and operation. This work analyses different QoT estimation methods
suitable for wideband transmission systems and their application for
system optimization and capacity prediction.
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Benjamin Puttnam
National Institute of Information and
Communications Technology
Japan

Extending Transmission Window and Data-rates in SMF and low
Spatial-channel count SDM Fibers

Abstract:
The ever-increasing demand for enhanced data transmission capacity
has led to the exploration of new transmission windows, beyond the C
and L band typical in medium to long range optical fiber
communications. Indeed, recent demonstrations have shown that
although the fiber loss in the S-band is typically higher than the C-band,
adoption of new amplifiers can enable a broad new transmission band
Shared
that may be exploited both to extend the life of deployed
fibersamenities
and to - like a
bathrooms and
increase throughput in new space-division multiplexingkitchen,
fibers. In
particular lower-wavelength bands are of interest to low-core
count
living room
- drastically
multi-core fibers where the strong wavelength dependence
interlowerofthe
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core crosstalk can place a limit on core-density for C/L-band
transmission. Here, we describe a series of experiments, exploring S-, C
and L-band transmission in single-mode, multi-core and few-mode
fibers covering bandwidths >150 nm and distances over 8000 km.

